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Abstract
In this paper we do a three-generation oscillation analysis of the latest (848 days) Super-
Kamiokande (SK) atmospheric neutrino data going beyond the one mass scale dominance
(OMSD) approximation. We x 12 = 13 (LSND) in the range 0.5 - 2 eV2 as allowed by
the results from LSND and other accelerator and reactor experiments on neutrino oscillation
and keep 23 (ATM ) and the three mixing angles as free parameters. In such a scenario,
the oscillation probabilities for the accelerator and reactor neutrinos involve only two of the
mixing angles 12 and 13 and one mass scale. But the atmospheric neutrino oscillation is in
general governed by both mass scales and all the three mixing angles. The higher mass scale
gives rise to m2 independent average oscillations for atmospheric neutrinos and does not
enter the 2 analysis as an independent parameter. The 23 and the three mixing angles on
the other hand appear as independent parameters in the 2 analysis and the best-t values
of these are determined from an analysis of a) the SK data, b) the SK and CHOOZ data.
The allowed values of the mixing angles 12 and 13 from the above analysis are compared
with the constraints from LSND and other accelerator and reactor experiments. Implications





The Super-Kamiokande results on atmospheric neutrino flux measurement show a
decit of the  flux [1]. Two generation analyses of the SK data show that the
 −  or  − s oscillation hypothesis provide a better t to the SK data than the
 − e oscillation [2, 3, 4] . The high statistics of SK also makes it possible to study
the zenith-angle dependence of the neutrino flux from which one can conclude that the
’s show signs of oscillation but the e events are consistent with the no-oscillation
hypothesis. Independently the results from the reactor experiment CHOOZ [5] dis-
favours the  − e oscillation hypothesis in a two-generation analysis. It is important
however to see the implications of these results in a three-generation picture. The most
popular three-generation picture in the context of the SK data is the scenario shown
in g. 1a, where one of the mass squared dierences is in the solar neutrino range and
the other is suitable for atmospheric neutrino oscillations [4, 6]. In such a scheme one
mass scale dominance applies for atmospheric neutrinos and the relevant probabilities
are functions of two of the mixing angles and one mass squared dierence. This pic-
ture however cannot explain the LSND results [7]. In this paper we perform a three
flavor 2-analysis of the SK atmospheric neutrino data assuming a mass pattern with
12 ’ 13 xed in the range 0.5 { 2 eV2 and allowing the other mass scale to vary
between 10−4 eV2  23  10−1 eV2. This mass pattern is shown in g. 1b. Apart
from being suitable to explain the SK atmospheric neutrino data this spectrum is also
interesting for the laboratory based neutrino oscillation experiments as the higher mass
scale is explorable in the short base line experiments, whereas the lower mass scale can
be probed in the long base line experiments. In this scheme to a good approximation,
neutrino oscillation in the short-base line accelerators and reactors will be governed by
one (the higher) mass scale [8, 9] { and only two of the mixing angles appear in the
expressions for the oscillation probabilities. For the atmospheric and the long baseline
experiments the characteristic energy and length scales are such that in general both
mass dierences are of relevance and the probabilities involve all the three mixing an-
gles. However the higher mass scale gives rise to m2 independent average oscillations
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and it does not enter the 2 t directly. We determine the best-t values of 23 and
the three mixing angles by performing a 2 analysis of
 the SK atmospheric neutrino data
 SK atmospheric and CHOOZ data
Finally we compare the allowed values of the mixing angles as obtained from the above
analysis with those allowed by the other accelerator and reactor neutrino oscillation
data including LSND.
The mass scheme of this paper was rst considered in [10, 11] after the declaration
of the LSND result. These papers performed a combined three generation analysis of
accelerator and reactor results as well as the Kamiokande atmospheric neutrino data.
Three-generation picture with the higher mass dierence in the eV2 range and the
lower mass dierence in the atmospheric range has also been considered in [12, 13]
(pre-SK) and [14, 15, 16, 17] (post-SK). However these papers sought an explanation
for all the three anomalies { namely the solar neutrino puzzle, the atmospheric neutrino
problem as well as the LSND result within this three flavour picture. They attempted
to explain both solar and atmospheric neutrino anomalies mainly by maximal  $ e
oscillations driven by ATM  10−3 eV2. Although it was claimed in [14, 15] that this
scenario can provide a good t to all the available data on neutrino oscillations, it was
shown in [16] and also later in [17] that this scenario cannot reproduce the zenith angle
dependence of the SK atmospheric neutrino data.
Our point of view is dierent. We do not attempt to solve the solar neutrino
problem with this mass spectrum as it gives energy independent suppression of solar
neutrino flux, which is shown to be ruled out at 99% C.L. [18] by the solar neutrino
data. Our aim is to determine the allowed oscillation parameter ranges consistent with
SK atmospheric, CHOOZ, LSND and other accelerator and reactor experiments.
A simultaneous solution of the solar neutrino problem as well would then call for
the introduction of a light sterile neutrino which opens up many possibilities. Detailed
analysis shows that complete hierarchy of four neutrinos (m1 << m2 << m3 << m4)
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is not favoured by current data [19]. Mass patterns with three neutrino states closely
degenerate in mass and the fourth one separated from these by the LSND gap is also not
preferred. The allowed spectra seem to be the one in which two degenerate mass states
are separated by the LSND gap [19, 20, 21]. The three generation scheme considered by
us can be extended to include an extra sterile neutrino to take care of the solar neutrino
data. However the three-generation scheme, in which one mass squared dierence is in
the solar range and the other in the atmospheric range, does not generate the allowed
four generation picture even after the inclusion of a sterile neutrino.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we discuss the atmospheric neutrino
code employed for the analysis of the SK data. In section 3 we present the formalism for
three-generation oscillation analysis and calculate the required probabilities. In section
4 we present the 2 analysis of only SK atmospheric neutrino data. In section 5 we
present the combined 2 analysis of SK and CHOOZ data. In section 6 we compare
the allowed values of mixing angles from the above analyses with those allowed by
the other accelerator and reactor data including LSND. In section 7 we discuss the
implications of our results for the future long baseline experiments and end in section
8 with some discussions and conclusions.
2 The Atmospheric Neutrino Code
Our atmospheric neutrino code is described in detail in [22]. This code reproduces
the standard results for the two flavour  −  oscillations well. In this paper we
extend this code appropriately for the three-generation case. For three-generations it
is convenient to dene the quantitities Nosc and Neosc as
Nosc = N +Ne
Neosc = Nee +Ne
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where the quantities Ne;osc are the numbers of e-like and -like events in the detector





















dE d cos 
 d
2l′(E;El′; cos )
dEl′ d cos 
(El′)  Pll′ (E; ): (1)
nT denotes the number of target nucleons, E is the neutrino energy, El′ is the energy
of the nal charged lepton,  is the angle between the incoming neutrino l and the
scattered lepton l0,  is the zenith angle of the neutrino and  is the azimuthal angle
corresponding to the incident neutrino direction. The zenith angle of the charged
lepton is given by
cos  = cos  cos + sin  cos sin (2)
d2l′=dEld cos is the dierential cross section for l′N ! l0X scattering, (El′) is the
detection eciency for the 1 ring events in the detector and Pll′ is the probability
of a neutrino flavour l to convert to a neutrino of flavour l0. We use the atmospheric
neutrino fluxes d
2Fl(E;)
dE d cos 
from [23]. For further details of the code we refer to [22].














Here N−0:2l denotes the number of l-type events produced in the detector with zenith
angle cos  < −0:2, i.e. the upward neutrino events while N+0:2l denotes the number of
l-type events for cos  > 0:2 i.e. events coming from downward neutrinos. The central
bin has contributions from both upward and downward neutrinos and is not useful for
studying the up-down asymmetry.
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3 Three-Flavor Analysis
The general expression for the probability that an initial  of energy E gets converted
to a  after traveling a distance L in vacuum is given by,
















which denotes the scale over which neutrino oscillation eects can be signicant;
ij =j m2j −m2i j. The actual forms of the various survival and transition probabilities
depend on the spectrum of m2 assumed and the choice of the mixing matrix U relating
the flavor eigenstates to the mass eigenstates. We choose the flavor states  = 1,2, and
3 to correspond to e,  and  respectively. The most suitable parameterization of U
for the mass spectrum chosen by us is U = R13R12R23 where Rij denotes the rotation




c12c13 s12c13c23 − s13s23 c13s12s23 + s13c23
−s12 c12c23 c12s23
−s13c12 −s13s12c23 − c13s23 −s12s13s23 + c13c23
1
CCA (7)
where cij = cos ij and sij = sin ij here and everywhere else in the paper. We have
assumed CP-invariance so that U is real. The above choice of U has the advantage
that 23 does not appear in the expressions for the probabilities for the laboratory
experiments [11].
The probabilities relevant for atmospheric neutrinos are







12 − 4c212c23s23(c13s12c23 − s13s23)(c13s12s23 + s13c23) S23 (8b)
P = 1− 2c212s212 − 4c412c223s223 S23 (8c)
where S23 = sin
2(L=23). Apart from the most general three generation regime, the
following limits are of interest, as we will see later in the context of the SK data:
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1. The two-generation limits
Because of the presence of more parameters as compared to the one mass scale
dominance picture there are twelve possible two-generation limits [21] with the
oscillations driven by either LSND or ATM . Below we list these limits specifying
the mass scales that drive the oscillations:
 s12 ! 0; s13 ! 0 ( −  ; ATM)
s12 ! 1; s13 ! 0 (e −  ; ATM)
s12 ! 0; s13 ! 1 ( − e; ATM)
s12 ! 1; s13 ! 1 (e −  ; ATM)
 s13 ! 0; s23 ! 0 ( − e; LSND)
s13 ! 0; s23 ! 1 ( − e; LSND)
s13 ! 1; s23 ! 0 ( −  ; LSND)
s13 ! 1; s23 ! 1 ( −  ; LSND)
 s12 ! 0; s23 ! 0 (e −  ; LSND)
s12 ! 0; s23 ! 1 (e −  ; LSND)
s12 ! 1; s23 ! 0 (e −  ; ATM)
s12 ! 1; s23 ! 1 (e −  ; ATM)
2. s212 = 0.0
In this limit the relevant probabilities become








P = 1− 4c223s223S23 (9c)
Thus P is the same as the two generation limit, Pe is governed by two of
the mixing angles and one mass scale and Pee is governed by two mixing angles
and both mass scales.
3. s213 = 0.0
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For this case the probabilities take the form





12 − 4c212s212c223s223S23 (10b)
P = 1− 2c212s212 − 4c412c223s223S23 (10c)
In this case the probabilities are governed by two mass scales and two mixing
angles.
We note that for cases (2) and (3) the probabilities are symmetric under the trans-
formation 23 ! =2− 23. The probabilities for these cases are functions of at most
two mixing angles as in the OMSD case [4] but they are governed by both mass scales
making these limits dierent from the OMSD limit.
For the neutrino mass scenario considered in this paper the matter eects are not
signicant in general. Assuming a typical density of 5 gm/cc and E = 10 GeV, the
matter potential A = 2
p
2GFneE ’ 3:65  10−3 eV2. Since 12 = 13 >> A, the
matter eects can be neglected.
4 2-analysis of the SK data

















Y expe − Y the
Y expe
!235 ; (11)
where the sum is over the sub-GeV and multi-GeV cases. The experimentally observed
rates are denoted by the superscript "exp" and the theoretical predictions for the
quantities are labeled by "th". Rexp is the error in R obtained by combining the
statistical and systematic errors in quadrature. Y exp corresponds to the error in Y .
For this we take only the statistical errors since these are much larger compared to
the systematic errors. We include both the e-like and the -like up-down asymmetries
in the t. Thus we have six experimental data points. The probabilities for the
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atmospheric neutrinos are explicit functions of one mass-squared dierence and three
mixing angles making the number of degrees of freedom (d.o.f) two. The other mass
squared dierence gives rise to m2 independent average oscillations and hence does
not enter the t as an independent parameter.
The data used are shown in Table 1 which corresponds to the 848 days of data [24].




Y exp 0:74 0:53
Y exp 0:04 0:047
Y expe 1:034 0:95
Y expe 0:058 0:112
For two-flavour −  oscillation the 848 days of data gives the following best-ts
and 2min:
 2min=d:o:f: = 1:206=4, m2 = 0.0028 eV2, sin2 2 = 1.0
This corresponds to a goodness of t of 87.7%. Our results for the best-t values agree
with that obtained by the SK group for the 848 days of data although the 2/d.o.f is
dierent as the tting procedure is dierent 1.
For the general three-generation scheme the 2min and the best-t values of param-
eters that we get are
 2min=d:o:f: = 0:995=2,23 = 0:002 eV2, s223 = 0:5,s212 = 0:02 and s213 = 0:005
1The best-t values for two-generation − oscillation solution for the 848 days data, as obtained
by the SK group are sin2 2 = 0.995, m2 = 3.05 10−3 eV2 with 2min/d.o.f. = 55.4/67. This
corresponds to the goodness of t of 84.3% [24].
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This solution is allowed at 60.8% C.L.
Since the error distributions of R and Y have a non-Gaussian nature, question
might arise as regards the use of these in performing 2-analysis [25]. Detailed 2-
analysis using the absolute number of e or  type events including the errors and their
correlations has been done in [2, 4]. However for a high statistics experiment like SK, 2
analysis using these ratios is justied within the 3 region around the best-t point[3].
4.1 Zenith-Angle distribution
Since the probabilities in our case are in general governed by two mass scales and all
three mixing angles it is dicult to understand the allowed regions. To facilitate the
qualitative understanding we present in g. 2 the histograms viz describe the zenith














where the quantities with sux 0 indicates the no-oscillation values. For the sub-GeV
data N0=Ne0  2 to a good approximation however for the multi-GeV data this varies
in the range 2 (for cos  =0) to 3 (for cos  = 1) [4].
The dotted line in g. 2 represent the histograms for the best-t value for two-
generation −  oscillations, for which Pee = 1. The solid line gives the histograms
for the three generation best-t values. The gure shows that the three-generation case
reproduces the electron excess slightly better than the two-generation case without
altering the -events signicantly. However since the errorbars associated with the
electron events are larger, the three generation t is not better than the one we get
with two generations.
In g. 2b we study the eect of varying s212 and s
2
13 for typical values of 23 =
0.002 eV2 and s223 = 0.5 or 0.4. The thick solid line shows the event distribution for
s212 = 0 and s
2
13 = 0:1. As s
2
13 increases from 0, keeping s
2
12 as 0, from eqs. (9) Pee
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decreases from 1 and Pe increases from zero resulting in a net electron depletion
according to (13). The long dashed line corresponds to s213 = 0.3 for which the electron
depletion is too high as compared to data. The muon events are not aected much as
P is independent of s
2
13. There is only a slight increase governed by eq. (12) as
Pe increases with increasing s
2
13.
On the other hand for s213 = 0.0, the eect of increasing s
2
12 is to increase the number
of electron events and decrease the number of muon events according to eqs. (10), (13)
and (12). This is shown by the short dashed and dotted lines in g. 2b. For s212 =
0.2 the electron excess and muon depletion both becomes too high as compared to the
data.
For the case when both s212 and s
2
13 are 0.1 the electron depletion caused by increas-
ing s212 and the excess caused by increasing s
2
13 gets balanced and the event distributions
are reproduced quite well, shown by the dashed-dotted line. The thin solid line shows
the eect of increasing s212 to 0.2 keeping s
2
13 as 0.1. For this case although the electron
excess is less compared to the case where s212 = 0:2 and s
2
13 = 0, the muon depletion is
more.
In g. 2c we study the eect of varying s223 and 23 in the limit of s
2
12 = 0 with
s213 xed at 0.1. As discussed in section 3 if one of the mixing angles is zero there
is a symmetry about s223 = 0.5. Thus we present only two values of s
2
23 = 0.2 and
0.4. For xed 23 as s
2
23 increases, P decreases, making the muon depletion higher.
This is reflected by the thick and thin lines, for two representative values of 23. The
electron events are not aected much by change of s223. The slight increase with s
2
23 is
due to increase of both Pee and Pe . To understand the dependence on 23 we note
that for s223 = 0:2, N=N0  1 − 0:65S23. For 0.007 eV2 the contribution of S23 is
more resulting in a lower number of muon events. For the electron events however the
behavior with 23 is opposite with Ne=Ne0 = 0:82 + 0:12S23. Thus with increasing
23 the number of electron events increase. Also note that since the contribution of
S23 comes with opposite sign the zenith-angle distribution for a xed 23 is opposite
for the muon and the electron events.
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In g. 2d we show the histograms in the limit of s213 = 0.0, keeping s
2
12 as 0.1 and




23 increases all the relevant probabilities decrease according
to eq. (10) and therefore both N=N0 and Ne=Ne0 decrease giving less number of
events for both. For this case the S23 term comes with the same sign (negative) in
both N=N0 and Ne=Ne0 (from eq. (10), (13) and (12)). Therefore the depletion
is more for higher 23 for both muon and electron events.
4.2 Allowed parameter region
The solid lines in g. 3 present the variation of the 2 = 2 − 2min with respect to
one of the parameters keeping the other three unconstrained, for the SK data. The
dotted line shows the 99% C.L. (= 13.28 for 4 parameters) limit. We nd that at 99%
C.L. the allowed ranges include 6  10−4 eV2  23  10−2 eV2, 0:26  s223  0:74,
s212  0:21 and s213  0:38.
In gs. 4a-d the solid lines give the 99% C.L. (2  2min + 13:28 for 4 parameters)
contours allowed by the SK data, projecting them into two parameter subspaces keeping
the other two parameters xed. These contours are with respect to the global 2min.
In g. 4a the solid lines give the 99% C.L. allowed area from SK data in the 23-s
2
23
plane keeping the values of s213 and s
2
12 xed in the allowed range of g. 3. The rst
panel represents the two-generation  −  oscillation limit modulo the dierence in
the denition of the C.L. limit as the number of parameters are dierent. We have
seen from the histograms in g. 2b that raising s212 results in electron excess and
muon depletion. On the other hand increase in s213 causes electron depletion keeping
the muon events nearly unaltered. The above features are reflected in the shrinking
and disappearance of the allowed regions in the rst row and column. In the panels
where both s212 and s
2
13 are nonzero one may get allowed regions only when the electron
depletion due to increasing s213 is replenished by the increase in s
2
12.
In g. 4b we present the 99% C.L. allowed areas in the bilogarithmic tan2 12 −
tan2 13 plane for various values of the parameters 23 and s
2
23, the range of which
is chosen from g. 3. We use the log(tan) representation which enlarges the allowed
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regions at the corners and the clarity is enhanced. The four corners in this plot refer
to the two-generation limits discussed in section 3. The extreme left corner (12 !
0; 13 ! 0) correspond to the two generation  −  oscillation limit. As we move
up increasing 13 one has in addition e −  and e −  mixing and the 2 increases.
Around 13 = =4 these eects are maximum and one gets a very high 
2. As 13 ! 1
one goes to the two generation  − e oscillation region and the 2 again decreases
but it is still quite high to be allowed. For the best-t values of 23 and 23 if we take
12 and 13 to be 0 and =2 respectively then the 
2
min is 59.57 which is therefore ruled
out. Both the right hand corners in these plots refer to pure e −  oscillations and
therefore there are no allowed regions in these zones.
In g. 4c the solid lines show the 99% C.L. allowed regions from SK data in the
s223 − s212 plane for xed values of 23 and s213. In contrast to the previous gure,
here (and in the next gure) we use the sin− sin representation because the allowed
regions are around 23 = =4 and this region gets compressed in the log(tan)− log(tan)
representation. For explaining the various allowed regions we separate the gures in
two sets
 For s213 = 0.0, the four corners of the panels represent the no-oscillation limits
inconsistent with the data. Also as discussed in section 3 for s223 = 0.0 or 1.0
one goes to the limit of pure  − e conversions driven by LSND, which is not
consistent with data. One obtains allowed regions only when s223 is close to 0.5
with s212 small, so that one goes to the two generation  −  conversion limit.
The allowed range of s212 is controlled mainly by the electron excess as has been
discussed before while the allowed range of s223 is determined mostly by the muon
depletion.
 For s213 6= 0, the four corners represent the two-generation e− oscillation limit
discussed in section 3 and hence these corners are not allowed. For s223 = 0:0 or
1.0 and s212 6= 0 or 1 one has LSND driven  − e and  −  conversion and
ATM driven e− conversions. This scenario is not allowed as it gives excess of
electron events and also fails to reproduce the correct zenith angle dependence.
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For a xed 23 as s
2
13 increases the electron depletion increases and the allowed
region decreases in size. The eect of increasing s213 can be balanced by increasing
s212 which increases the number of electron events and hence for a xed 23 the
allowed regions shift towards higher s212 values.
In g. 4d the solid contours refer to the 99% C.L. allowed areas from SK atmospheric
neutrino data in the s213 − s223 plane for various values of 23 and s212.
 For s212 = 0.0 the corners represent no oscillation limits. In the limit s223 ! 0 or
1, one gets e−  oscillation driven by LSND which is also not allowed. For s213
= 0.0 and s223  0:5 one has maximal two-flavour  −  oscillation limit which
is therefore allowed. As seen from the histograms in g. 2b as s213 increases the
electron depletion becomes higher and that restricts higher s213 values.
 For s212 6= 0, the four corners represent two-generation limits driven by LSND.
This is the regime of average oscillations and cannot explain the zenith angle
dependence of the data. For a xed 23 the allowed region rst expands and
then shrinks in size and also shifts towards higher s213 values as s
2
12 increases.
5 2 analysis of the SK + CHOOZ data
The CHOOZ experiment can probe upto 10−3 eV2 and hence it can be important to
cross-check the atmospheric neutrino results. In particular a two-generation analysis
shows that CHOOZ data disfavours the  − e solution to the atmospheric neutrino
problem. The general expression for the survival probability of the electron neutrino
in presence of three flavours is
Pee = 1− 4U2e1(1− U2e1)sin2L=12 − 4U2e2U2e3sin2(L=23) (14)
This is the most general expression without the one mass scale dominance approxima-
tion. We now minimize the 2 dened as












where xj are the experimental values, yj are the corresponding theoretical predictions
and the sum is over 15 energy bins of data of the CHOOZ experiment [5]. We use
the latest CHOOZ result. For the CHOOZ experiment the sin2 L=12 term does not
always average out to 0.5 and one has to do the energy integration properly. For our
analysis we keep the 12 xed at 2 eV
2 and do a four parameter t as in SK (for SK
this term always averages to 0.5). The 2min and the best-t values of parameters that
we get are
 2min=d:o:f: = 7:54=17, 23 = 0.0028 eV2, s223 = 0:5, s212 = 410−4 and s213 = 0:0.
Thus the best-t values shift towards the two-generation limit when we include the
CHOOZ result. This provides a very good t to the data being allowed at 97% C.L.
The dashed lines in g. 3 give the combined SK+CHOOZ 2(= 2 − 2min)
given by eq. (15), as a function of one of the parameters, keeping the other three
unconstrained. We nd that the CHOOZ data severely restricts the allowed ranges
for the parameters s212 and s
2
13 to values
< 0:04, while 23 and s223 are left almost
unaected. Since CHOOZ is consistent with no oscillation one requires Pee close to
1. So the second and the third terms in eq. (14) should separately be very small. The
second term implies U2e1 to be close to either 0 or 1. U
2
e1 close to zero implies either s
2
12
or s213 close to 1 which is not consistent with SK. Therefore U
2
e1 is close to 1. Then from
unitarity both U2e2 and U
2
e3 are close to 0 and so the third term goes to zero irrespective
of the value of 23 and s
2
23.
The 99% C.L. regions allowed by a combined analysis of SK and CHOOZ data is
shown by the dotted lines in gs. 4a-d. It is seen that most of the regions allowed
by the three-flavour analysis of the SK data is ruled out when we include the CHOOZ
result. The CHOOZ constraint aects the two mixing angles s212 and s
2
13 more. The
range of 23 and s
2
23 remain more or less stable to SK values. None of the allowed
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regions shown in g. 4a are allowed excepting the two-generation  −  oscillation
limit because CHOOZ does not allow such high values of either s213 or s
2
12. In g. 5 we
present the allowed regions in the 23 − s223 plane for various xed values of s212 and
s213, determined from the dashed lines in g. 3. The solid lines in g. 5 give the 99%
C.L. area allowed by the SK data while the dotted lines give the corresponding allowed
region from the combined analysis of SK+CHOOZ. We nd that for the combined
analysis we get allowed regions in this plane only for much smaller values of s212 and
s213, which ensures that the electron events are neither less nor more than expectations.
6 Combined allowed area from short baseline ac-
celerator and reactor experiments
As mentioned earlier the higher mass scale of this scenario can be explored in the accel-
erator based neutrino oscillation search experiments. For the mass-pattern considered
the most constraining accelerator experiments are LSND [7], CDHSW [26], E531 [27]
and E776 [28]. Among these only LSND reported positive evidence of oscillation. Other
experiments are consistent with no-oscillation hypothesis. Also important in this mass
range are the constraints from the reactor experiment Bugey [29]. The relevant prob-
abilities are [11]
 Bugey
Pee = 1− 4c213c212sin2(L=12) + 4c413c412sin2(L=12) (17)
 CDHSW
P = 1− 4c212s212sin2(L=12) (18)



















We note that the probabilities are functions of one of the mass scales and two mixing
angles. Thus the one mass scale dominance approximation applies. There are many
analyses in the literature of the accelerator and reactor data including LSND under
this one mass scale dominance assumption [11, 30]. These analyses showed that when
one considers the results from the previous accelerator and reactor experiments there
are three allowed regions in the 12 − 13 plane
 low 12 - low 13
 low 12 - high 13
 high 12 - 13 unconstrained
When the LSND result is combined with these results then only the rst and the third
zones remain allowed in the mass range 0:5  12  2 eV2. This is shown in g. 6 for
two representative values of 12 { 0.5 eV
2 and 2 eV2. For higher mass values there are
no combined allowed region. The light-shaded area in g. 6 shows the 90% C.L. allowed
area in the bilogarithmic tan2 12− tan2 13 plane from the observance of no-oscillation
in the above mentioned accelerator and reactor experiments. The 90% allowed region
by the LSND experiment is within the dashed lines. The solid line shows the 90% C.L.
(2  2min+7:78) region allowed by the combined 2 analysis of the SK+CHOOZ data
keeping 23 and s
2
23 at 0.002 eV
2 and 0.5 respectively. The combined SK atmospheric
and the CHOOZ reactor data rule out the third zone (high 12 with 13 unconstrained
) allowed from LSND and other accelerator and reactor experiments. Thus if one takes
into account constraints from all experiments only a small region in the rst zone (small
12; 13) remains allowed. This common allowed region is shown as a dark-shaded area
in the g. 6. The combined area in g. 6, drawn for the above mentioned values of 23
and s223 shows that in the rst zone (small 12; 13), SK+CHOOZ data is less restrictive
than the LSND and other accelerator reactor data. However for other combinations of
23 and s
2
23 one may nd that the SK+CHOOZ analysis may become more restrictive
at 90% C.L., atleast for 13.
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7 Implications
From our analysis of the SK atmospheric data the explicit form for the 3  3 mixing









From the combined SK+CHOOZ analysis the mixing matrix at the best-t values









From the combined allowed area of g. 6 the mixing matrix at 12 = 0.5 eV
2,
23 = 0:0028 eV
2, s212 = 0:005, s
2
13 = 0.001 and s
2









Thus the allowed scenario corresponds to the one where h1jei is close to 1 while
the states 2 and 3 are combinations of nearly maximally mixed  and 
2.
Long baseline (LBL) experiments can be useful to conrm if the atmospheric neu-
trino anomaly is indeed due to neutrino oscillations, using well monitored accelerator
neutrino beams. Some of the important LBL experiments are K2K (KEK to SK, L
 250 km) [31], MINOS (Fermilab to Soudan, L  730 km ) [32] and the proposed
CERN to Gran Sasso experiments (L  730 km) [33]. In this section we explore the
sensitivity of the LBL experiment K2K in probing the parameter spaces allowed by
the SK+CHOOZ and other accelerator and reactor experiments including LSND. K2K
2Thus this scenario is the same as the one termed 3a in Table VI in the pre-SK analysis of [13]. In
their notation the states 2 and 3 were 1 and 2. It was disfavoured from solar neutrino results.
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will look for  disappearance as well as e appearance. In g. 7 we show the regions in
the 23 − s223 plane that can be probed by K2K using their projected sensitivity from
[31]. The top left panel is for the two-generation − limit. The other panels are for
dierent xed values of s212 and s
2
13 while 12 is xed at 2 eV
2. For LBL experiments
the term containing 12 averages to 0.5 as in the atmospheric case. The solid lines
in the panels show the region that can be probed by K2K using the  disappearance
channel while the dotted lines give the 90% C.L. contours allowed by SK+CHOOZ.
One nds that for for 23  2 10−3 eV2, the whole region allowed by SK+CHOOZ
can be probed by the  disappearance channel in K2K. The dashed lines show the
90% C.L. area that K2K can probe by the e appearance mode. As s
2
12 increases the
constraint from the Pe channel becomes important as is seen in the top right panel
of g. 7. However such high values of s212, although allowed by SK+CHOOZ, is not
favoured when one combines LSND and other accelerator and reactor results. For
lower s212 values allowed by all the accelerator, reactor and SK atmospheric neutrino
experiment the projected sensitivity in the  − e channel of K2K is not enough to
probe the allowed regions in the 23 − s223 plane as is shown by the absence of the
dashed curves in the lower panels.
In g. 8 we show the regions in the bilogarithmic tan2 12 − tan2 13 plane which
can be probed by K2K. For drawing these curves we x 23 = 0:002 eV
2, s223 = 0:5 and
12 = 0:5 eV
2. The area between the solid (dashed) lines corresponds to the region
that can be explored by the  −  ( − e) channel in K2K at 90% C.L.. The area
within the dotted line is allowed by SK+CHOOZ and the dark shaded area is allowed
by the combination of all the accelerator, reactor and SK atmospheric neutrino data
at 90% C.L.. It is clear from the gure that the sensitivity in K2K in both channels is
not sucient to probe the combined allowed region in the 12 − 13 plane.
The projected sensitivities of MINOS and the CERN to ICARUS proposals are
lower than K2K and it will be interesting to check if one can probe the regions allowed
in this picture better in these experiments. However since in our case the OMSD
approximation is not applicable one has to do the energy averaging properly to get
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the corresponding contours in the three-generation parameters space, and one cannot
merely scale the allowed regions from the two-generation plots. For K2K we could use
the g. 5 of [31] to circumvent this problem. However since the analogous information
for MINOS and CERN-Gran Sasso proposals is not available to us we cannot check
this explicitly.
An important question in this context is whether one can distinguish between the
OMSD three generation and this mass scheme. In both pictures the SK atmospheric
neutrino data can be explained by the dominant  −  oscillations mixed with lit-
tle amount of e − ( ) transition. However the mixing matrix U is dierent. A
distinction can be done if one can measure the mixing angles very accurately.
What is the prospect in LBL experiments to distinguish between these pictures? We
give below a very preliminary and qualitative discussion on this. If we take s212 = 0.02,
s213 = 0.02 and s
2
23 = 0.5, Pe would be (0.038 + 0.0004 hS23i). As the second term





e3S23 is energy dependent. If one combines the other accelerator and
reactor experiments including LSND then the allowed values of of s212 and s
2
13 are even
less and choosing s212 = 0.005, s
2
13 = 0.001 and s
2
23 = 0.5 we get Pe = 0:01−0:004hS23i.
Here also the the term involving hS23i is one order of magnitude smaller and the
oscillations will be averaged. Thus this channel has dierent predictions for the OMSD
limit and beyond the OMSD limit.
8 Discussions and Conclusions
In this paper we have done a detailed 2 analysis of the SK atmospheric neutrino
data going beyond the OMSD approximation. The mass spectrum chosen is such that
12 = 13 = 0:5−2 eV2 to explain the LSND data and 23 is in the range suitable for
the atmospheric neutrino problem. If one believes in the LSND result then this three
generation picture is the natural choice which can be extended to give an allowed four
neutrino scenario where a sterile neutrino can be added to explain the solar neutrino
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result3.
We rst examine in detail what are the constraints obtained from only SK data
considering its overwhelming statistics. The allowed regions include
 the two-generation  −  limit (both s212 and s213 zero)
 regions where either s212 or s213 is zero; in this limit the probabilities are functions
in general of two mixing angles and two mass scales.
 the three-generation regions with all three mixing angles non-zero and the prob-
abilities governed by both mass scales.
The last two cases correspond to dominant −  oscillation with small admixture of
−e and e− oscillation. We present the zenith angle distributions of the events in
these cases. With the inclusion of the CHOOZ result the allowed ranges of the mixing
angles s212 and s
2
13 is constrained more (
< 0:03), however the allowed ranges of 23 and
s223 do not change much (see g. 3). When one includes the constraints from LSND
and other accelerator and reactor experiments the allowed ranges get restricted further
to s212 < 0.001 (at 90% C.L.) and s
2
13 < 0.01 (at 90% C.L.). The precise values depend
on the 12 chosen as is seen from g. 6.
In our paper we use the ratios R and Y for doing the 2-analysis as in [3]. The
ratios have the advantage, that they are relatively insensitive to the uncertainties in
the neutrino fluxes and cross-sections as the overall normalization factor gets canceled
out. The alternative is to use the absolute number of events and perform a bin-by-bin
analysis [2, 4]. But the best-t points and the allowed regions in the two approaches
do not dier much. The zenith-angle distribution of the events presented in gs 2a-
d is independent of the data tting procedure used. The allowed parameter regions
estimated from these gures agree well with that obtained from the 2-analysis.
To conclude, one can get allowed regions from the SK atmospheric neutrino data
where both the mass scales and all the three mixing angles are relevant. With the
3An alternative four neutrino scenario is possible where the sterile neutrino can be used to explain
the atmospheric neutrino problem.
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inclusion of the CHOOZ, LSND and other accelerator, reactor results, these regions
are constrained severely. It is, in principle, possible to get some signatures in the LBL
experiments to distinguish this picture from the OMSD limit.
The authors wish to thank Kate Scholberg for providing the 848 days SK atmospheric data.
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Fig. 1: The two possible neutrino mass spectra in a three generation scheme.
Fig. 2a: The dotted (solid) line gives the zenith angle distribution of the lepton events
for the best-t cases of the two-generation (three-generation) oscillation solutions for
SK. N is the number of events as given by eq. (1) and N0 is the corresponding number
with survival probability 1. The panels labelled SG and MG ( can be e or ) give
the histograms for the sub-GeV and multi-GeV -events respectively. Also shown are
the SK experimental data points with  1 error bars.
Fig. 2b: The zenith angle distribution of the lepton events with 23 = 0:002 eV
2 and




13. The SK experimental data
points with the 1 errorbars are shown.
Fig. 2c: Same as in g. 2b for xed s212 = 0:1 and s
2
13 = 0:0 varying 23 and s
2
23.
Fig. 2d: Same as in g. 2b xing s212 = 0:0 and s
2




Fig. 3: The variation of 2 = 2−2min with one of the parameters keeping the other
three unconstrained. The solid line corresponds to only SK data while the dashed
curve gives the same for SK+CHOOZ. The dotted line shows the 99% C.L. limit for 4
parameters.
Fig. 4a: The allowed parameter regions in the 23 − s223 plane for various xed values
of s212 and s
2
13, shown at the top of each panel. The solid lines corresponds to the 99%
C.L. contours from the SK data alone, while the dotted line gives the 99% contour
from the combined analysis of the SK+CHOOZ data.
Fig. 4b: Same as 4a but in the bilogarithmic tan2 12 − tan2 13 plane for xed values
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of 23 and s
2
23.
Fig. 4c: Same as 4a but in the s212 − s223 plane for xed values of s213 and 23.
Fig. 4d: Same as 4a but in the s213 − s223 plane for various xed values of s212 and 23.
Fig. 5: Same as 4a but for smaller values of s212 and s
2
13, chosen from the range
determined by the SK+CHOOZ dashed line in g. 3.
Fig. 6: The area between the dashed lines is the 90% C.L. region allowed by LSND
while the light shaded zone gives the 90% C.L. allowed region from the non-observance
of neutrino oscillation in the other short baseline accelerator and reactor experiments.
The 90% C.L. allowed region from SK+CHOOZ analysis is within the solid line. The
dark shaded area corresponds to the combined allowed region.
Fig. 7: 90% C.L. regions in the 23 − s223 plane that can be explored by the  − 
(solid line) and  − e (dashed line) oscillation channels in the K2K experiment. The
area inside the dotted line shows the 90% C.L. region allowed by SK+CHOOZ. The
curves are presented for xed values of s212 and s
2
13 with 12 = 2 eV
2.
Fig. 8: Sensitivity of the K2K experiment in the tan2 12−tan2 13 plane for 23 = 0:002
eV2, s223i = 0:5 and 12 = 0:5 eV
2. The region between the solid (dashed) line gives the
area that K2K can explore in the − (−e) channel. The 90% C.L. region allowed
by SK+CHOOZ is within the dotted line. The shaded area represents the combined
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